
Turn Conversations        
into Revenue 
Conversation Intelligence for sales 
teams that want to win more deals

Refine your sales playbook. 
AI-based insights into your 
conversations, deals, and                   
rep performance

Never take notes again.            
Call transcripts delivered natively 
and in real time. Easily send follow-
up emails or update your CRM 

At a time when more than half of your sales 
reps do not meet their quota, can you afford 
to not leverage conversation data? Without 
data and insights on your sales conversations, 
you do not know who is adopting the right talk 
tracks, how you can coach reps that are not 
performing, or why you are losing deals.

Chorus.ai securely records, transcribes, and analyzes your customer conversations so your 
team can focus on winning more deals.

Companies that trust Chorus.ai:

“ We tripled our competitive win rate by using 
Chorus.AI to understand how prospects 
perceived the meaningful differences         
between us and our competition!”

“ Now we can replicate the success           
of our high performers” 

-- Mark Kosoglow  |  VP Sales   |  Outreach.IO

-- Greg Holmes  |  Head of Sales   |  Zoom

3X Increase in Revenue & Competitive Win Rate 50% Reduction in Ramp Time while Doubling Team 
  

Don’t lose a minute of a 
customer conversation.             
Calls and video conferences get 
automatically recorded

How it Works:

Key Benefits: 
REDUCE RAMP TIME |  BOOST PRODUCTIVITY |  SHORTEN THE SALES CYCLE  
INCREASE TALK TRACK ADOPTION |  GAIN ALIGNMENT ACROSS TEAMS 



Chorus.ai Capabilities

Record Calls & Video Conferences 

Create a trail of conversation data by having 
Chorus.ai automatically record all pre-scheduled or 
ad hoc conversations. Dictate notes to Chorus.ai 
that you can easily track down later 

Automatic AI-driven CRM Updates
Our AI automatically captures, summarizes and 
enters notes into your CRM, freeing up your reps to 
spend time selling while Chorus enriches your data 

Deal-Centered Analytics & Predictions
Surface themes that influence win rates for 
your company and forecast more accurately

Real-time Transcription & Call Analytics
Leverage transcripts to send emails, measure talk track 
adoption, and know what works and what doesn’t

Review or Share Calls & Tag People
Share calls with others to get feedback and 
coach reps. Capture the voice of the customer 
and share it with other functions like Marketing, 
Product, or Customer Success

Integrations With Your Tech Stack
Chorus integrates seamlessly with your calendar, 
online meeting system, and CRM. Setup takes 
less than five minutes 

Chorus.ai is a Conversation Intelligence Platform that records, transcribes, and analyzes business conversations in real-time 
to coach reps on how to become top performers. With Chorus.ai more reps meet quota, you ramp new hires faster, coach 
the existing team effectively, and everyone in the organization can collaborate over the actual voice of the customer.

Chorus.ai is funded by Emergence Capital and Redpoint Ventures and is headquartered in San Francisco, US.

  Learn More

https://www.chorus.ai/
https://www.chorus.ai/

